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Topic: Most MIRACULOUS "Axial Tilts" of the "8" main Planets in our Solar System! (Read 1610 times)
Most MIRACULOUS "Axial Tilts" of the "8" main Planets in our Solar
System!

LastDay3
Apprentice

« on: April 25, 2015, 12:12:30 AM »

Salaam to all brothers/sisters,
Posts: 196

here are the "axial tilts" of the Sun and the Moon, and the "8" main Planets in our Solar System (as/in "International Astronomical Union" standards)
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Axial_tilt

Axial Tilt
Sun

7.25

Moon

6.68 (with respect to + including ecliptic)

=====================
Mercury

0.01

Venus

2.64

Earth

23.4

Mars

25.19

Jupiter

3.12

Saturn

26.73

Uranus

82.23

28.33

Neptune

So here they are (specifically as/of the main Numbers above, without any of those fractions here)
Sun

Moon

7

6

19

=
Mercury

0

Venus

2

Earth

Mars

23

25

x...

19

=

x...
Jupiter

Saturn

3

26

Uranus

82

19

=

Neptune

28

x...

5 The "Sun" and the "Moon" are (created) with/upon a Calculation! (=QURAN TESTAMENT 55/5)
*******
17 ... and "Eight" (=i.e. thus a most specific reference also and especially to those "8" main Planets in this respect above now) will be carrying
on that day the Throne of your Lord! (=QURAN TESTAMENT 69/17)
*******
26 (ALLAH said): So (now) I will get him into Uprooter!
27 And what made you know what an Uprooter!
28 It does not letlast (but eliminates all those fractions for/on the left side above), and It does not letstay (but excludes all those fractions for/on the right side
above),
29 (Thereafter, it presents) Tables (for/on the left side & for/on the right side as/in all those Main Numbers above)
for all humanity.
30 Upon it (there shall be)

"19"! (=QURAN TESTAMENT 74/2630)

So please, also absolutely see now

UNIVERSAL MAGNIFICENT MIRACLES 1 & 2

Documents here:
www.19covenant19.com
or/and here:
www.holy19harvest.com
to witness all of those other "19" coded, most Superb and matchless "Symmetrical Miracles"
within our Universe, Galaxies, Stars, Planets, Earth, and all Livingthings, Mountains, Seas, Trees, Plants, ...... therein,
which have thus been Most Wondrously & Most Wisely created by ALLAH, from the very beginning, for all humanity here! (=QURAN TESTAMENT 74/2630 = 41/53)

Remain in peace/salaam.

Logged

runninglikezebras
Advanced Truth Seeker

Posts: 1453
Gender:

Re: Most MIRACULOUS "Axial Tilts" of the "8" main Planets in our Solar
System!
« Reply #1 on: April 25, 2015, 06:29:20 AM »

Peace,
Please be so honest to include the context of 74/2630 being a description of Saqaar. Nothing else.
Logged
http://legrandsecretdelislam.com/  http://rootsofislamtruehistory.com/

LastDay3
Apprentice

Re: Most MIRACULOUS "Axial Tilts" of the "8" main Planets in our Solar
System!
« Reply #2 on: April 26, 2015, 01:13:14 AM »

Salaam,
Posts: 196

yes, brother, then what is "Saqar"?
27 And what made you know what "Saqar" is? (=QURAN TESTAMENT 74/27)
And it is thus well explained by ALLAH immediately in the following Verses:
28 It does not letlast (but eliminates for/on the left side above), and It does not letstay (but excludes for/on the right side above),
29 (Thereafter, it presents) Tables (for/on the left side & for/on the right side above) for all humanity.
30 Upon it (there shall be)

"19"!

31 And We have made the guardians of the hellfire to be angels; and We did not make their number (=19) except as a Test for the disbelievers;

thus
= those who were given the Scripture (=Jews, Christians, Arabs) herein may attain certainty,
and (all) the Believers may augment belief,
= those who were given the Scripture (=Jews, Christians, Arabs), and (all) the Believers hereby shall not doubt,
= but those in whose hearts (there is) an illness, and the disbelievers herein shall say:
What is it that ALLAH has really intended by this allegory (=the allegory (=mathala) that has thus already
been cited in the above 2630th Verses)?
ALLAH thus sends astray (=yudillu) with it whomever He wills (because of their own betrayal here again; =2/26),
and guides (=yahdee) with it whomever He wills (because of their own sincerity herein; =13/27).
And none knows the armies of your Lord except Him; and “It” (=that “Saqar” thus cited
in the above 2630th Verses again) is but a Commemorative (=Dhikraa) for the humanity!
(=QURAN TESTAMENT 74/2631)
And please, we should never forget that this "Saqar" is thus used in such a specific "allegorical" (=mathala) context above,
and then it is thus well explained by ALLAH (what it is) immediately in the following Verses above! (=QURAN TESTAMENT 74/2627 & 2831)
For example, in another such a specific "allegorical" (=mathala) context
good Tree is explained as good Message of ALLAH
good Fruits is explained as good Words of ALLAH
that will nourish the soul/mind of every truthful believer forever therein! (=QURAN TESTAMENT 14/2425)
So we should clearly see and understand now what an "allegory" (=mathala) is
and how it is well explained by ALLAH in their most specific Contexts therein (=QURAN TESTAMENT 74/2631 = 14/2425 = ........), in the first place!
So when/if ALLAH says to us (in a most specific "allegorical" context) that HE will give to us
good Trees and good Fruits that will strenghten our faith and make us firm, forever,
we immediately understand that HE will give to us HIS good Messages and good Words therein! (=QURAN TESTAMENT 14/2427)
So when/if ALLAH says to us (in a most specific "allegorical" context) that HE will show to us
"Saqar" that will strenghten our faith and the faith of all righteous Jews and Christians and Arabs, and make us firm, forever,
we immediately understand that HE will give to us HIS above "System" therein! (=QURAN TESTAMENT 74/2631)
in these most specific "allegorical" (=mathala) Contexts above!
Remain in peace/salaam.

Logged

CyberAnthro
Beginner/Inquirer

Posts: 22

Re: Most MIRACULOUS "Axial Tilts" of the "8" main Planets in our Solar
System!
« Reply #3 on: April 26, 2015, 04:27:20 AM »
Quote from: LastDay3 on April 26, 2015, 01:13:14 AM
Salaam,
yes, brother, then what is "Saqar"?
27 And what made you know what "Saqar" is? (=QURAN TESTAMENT 74/27)

And it is thus well explained by ALLAH immediately in the following Verses:
28 It does not letlast (but eliminates for/on the left side above), and It does not letstay (but excludes for/on the right side above),
29 (Thereafter, it presents) Tables (for/on the left side & for/on the right side above) for all humanity.
30 Upon it (there shall be)

"19"!
19) except as a Test for the disbelievers;

31 And We have made the guardians of the hellfire to be angels; and We did not make their number (=
thus
= those who were given the Scripture (=Jews, Christians, Arabs) herein may attain certainty,
and (all) the Believers may augment belief,

= those who were given the Scripture (=Jews, Christians, Arabs), and (all) the Believers hereby shall not doubt,
= but those in whose hearts (there is) an illness, and the disbelievers herein shall say:
What is it that ALLAH has really intended by this allegory (=the allegory (=mathala) that has thus already
been cited in the above 2630th Verses)?
ALLAH thus sends astray (=yudillu) with it whomever He wills (because of their own betrayal here again; =2/26),
and guides (=yahdee) with it whomever He wills (because of their own sincerity herein; =13/27).
And none knows the armies of your Lord except Him; and “It” (=that “Saqar” thus cited
in the above 2630th Verses again) is but a Commemorative (=Dhikraa) for the humanity!
(=QURAN TESTAMENT 74/2631)
And please, we should never forget that this "Saqar" is thus used in such a specific "allegorical" (=mathala) context above,
and then it is thus well explained by ALLAH (what it is) immediately in the following Verses above! (=QURAN TESTAMENT 74/2627 & 2831)
For example, in another such a specific "allegorical" (=mathala) context
good Tree is explained as good Message of ALLAH
good Fruits is explained as good Words of ALLAH
that will nourish the soul/mind of every truthful believer forever therein! (=QURAN TESTAMENT 14/2425)
So we should clearly see and understand now what an "allegory" (=mathala) is
and how it is well explained by ALLAH in their most specific Contexts therein (=QURAN TESTAMENT 74/2631 = 14/2425 = ........), in the first place!
So when/if ALLAH says to us (in a most specific "allegorical" context) that HE will give to us
good Trees and good Fruits that will strenghten our faith and make us firm, forever,
we immediately understand that HE will give to us HIS good Messages and good Words therein! (=QURAN TESTAMENT 14/2427)
So when/if ALLAH says to us (in a most specific "allegorical" context) that HE will show to us
"Saqar" that will strenghten our faith and the faith of all righteous Jews and Christians and Arabs, and make us firm, forever,
we immediately understand that HE will give to us HIS above "System" therein! (=QURAN TESTAMENT 74/2631)
in these most specific "allegorical" (=mathala) Contexts above!
Remain in peace/salaam.

Before you start projecting collective semantics on to verses, read this. You cannot be sure of what you are saying here. If you are treating the semantics you have quoted as
'thats these verses were intended to communicate', then you have problems, big problems.
http://freeminds.org/forum/index.php?topic=9607383.0
Logged

runninglikezebras
Advanced Truth Seeker

Posts: 1453

Re: Most MIRACULOUS "Axial Tilts" of the "8" main Planets in our Solar
System!
« Reply #4 on: April 26, 2015, 08:02:06 AM »

74:29 speaking about tables and not humans is to say the least, a very imaginative translation

Gender:

It's easy to discover how flawed a translation is by just counting the amount of brackets they need to support it.
Peace
Logged
http://legrandsecretdelislam.com/  http://rootsofislamtruehistory.com/

runninglikezebras
Advanced Truth Seeker

Posts: 1453

Re: Most MIRACULOUS "Axial Tilts" of the "8" main Planets in our Solar
System!
« Reply #5 on: April 26, 2015, 08:10:52 AM »
Quote from: LastDay3 on April 26, 2015, 01:13:14 AM

Gender:
And please, we should never forget that this "Saqar" is thus used in such a specific "allegorical" (=mathala) context above,
and then it is thus well explained by ALLAH (what it is) immediately in the following Verses above! (=QURAN TESTAMENT 74/2627 & 2831)

Well, it's your choice to understand it as an allegory where Quran tells you explicitly those understanding it as an allegory are the rejecters. These verses are not allegorical to
the believers. They are a physical description of hell. They aren't a metaphor. It's a most literal description of hell. The code 19'ers have started to wonder what God could
mean by this metaphor. Not realizing it's not a metaphor and placing themselves in a quranic category they would rather not be in.
Are you one of the rejecters claiming this is an allegory? (74:31)
Fear hell brother, it's very real. Dont be fooled by it being hidden. It's as real as me and you.
Logged
http://legrandsecretdelislam.com/  http://rootsofislamtruehistory.com/

LastDay3
Apprentice

Re: Most MIRACULOUS "Axial Tilts" of the "8" main Planets in our Solar
System!
« Reply #6 on: April 26, 2015, 01:03:56 PM »
Quote from: CyberAnthro on April 26, 2015, 04:27:20 AM

Posts: 196

Before you start projecting collective semantics on to verses, read this. You cannot be sure of what you are saying here. If you are treating the semantics you have quoted as 'thats these verses were
intended to communicate', then you have problems, big problems.
http://freeminds.org/forum/index.php?topic=9607383.0

I do not see any problem here, because
1) the Arabic Language of QURAN is a most pure and clean and perfect Language that is specifically made easy by ALLAH that all (sane and sincere) people may truly
understand it
and correctly repent and reform themselves accordingly. (=QURAN TESTAMENT 19/97 & 39/28 & 54/17, 22, ...)
2 Therefore, to learn and know the Arabic Language of QURAN is a Should (or even Must in some cases) for all truthful believers
that they may study this clear Scripture (=alKitaab almubeen) truthfully and comprehend it correctly, inshaALLAH (=QURAN TESTAMENT 43/23), in the first place.

3 Consequently, the most critical and important "Main Message" behind this code "19" shall easily and truthfully be understood by all (sane and sincere) people on
earth,
and they shall glorify and worship ALLAH truthfully and correctly thereupon. (=QURAN TESTAMENT 74/2630, 31 = 2/2526)

Remain in peace/salaam.
Logged

LastDay3
Apprentice

Re: Most MIRACULOUS "Axial Tilts" of the "8" main Planets in our Solar
System!
« Reply #7 on: April 26, 2015, 02:19:12 PM »
Quote from: runninglikezebras on April 26, 2015, 08:02:06 AM

Posts: 196

74:29 speaking about tables and not humans is to say the least, a very imaginative translation

145 And We wrote for him (=i.e. Moses) on the "Tables/Tablets" (=Alwaah)
specifically on the left side therein from all things a lesson, and specifically on the right side therein detailing of all things!
(=QURAN TESTAMENT 7/145)

27 And what made you know what "Saqar" is?
28 It does not letlast (but eliminates, specifically on the left side above), and It does not letstay (but excludes, specifically on the right side above),
29 (Thereafter, it presents) Tables/Tablets (=Lawwaahatun) (for/on the left side & for/on the right side above) for all humanity.
30 Upon it (there shall be)

"19"!

(=QURAN TESTAMENT 74/2630)

So when we cleary see the perfect relation between those "Tables/Tablets" (=Alwaah) given to prophet Moses (pbuh) specifically as/in in "pairs" therein,
(=i.e. known as the "TwoTablets" of prophet Moses (pbuh)
and these "Tables/Tablets" (=Lawwahatun) above which comes specifically as/in "pairs" again,
everything should be perfectly Clear, in this respect, in the first place.
So please, absolutely see now

BIBLICAL EXCELLENT MIRACLES 1
Document, p. 125126
here: www.holy19harvest.com
to clearly see and understand how and why those "TwoTablets" (=Alwaah) were given to prophet Moses (pbuh),
specifically as/in "pairs" therein,
and how they are also perfectly coded by number "19" for/on both sides therein, in the first place!
So it should be perfectly clear now how and why this

"19" coded, most Superb and matchless "Symmetrical Miracles" above

shall absolutely convince all (sane and sincere) Jews on earth that

QURAN is the Absolute Word of ALLAH here! (=QURAN TESTAMENT 74/2630, 31)

Remain in peace/salaam.

Logged

Re: Most MIRACULOUS "Axial Tilts" of the "8" main Planets in our Solar
System!

runninglikezebras
Advanced Truth Seeker

Posts: 1453
Gender:

« Reply #8 on: April 26, 2015, 02:58:22 PM »

Lawwaahatun Etymology:
laun : color [lauwana] Hau launi, Per loun borrowed from Ara
lauwana
: color [Mal lewn (a color)]
You seem to confuse this with:
lauhha : board, tablet [lauhh] Per louhha, Tur levha borrowed from Ara
Given the context tablet is excluded .
27
28
29
30

And what made you know what is hell?
It does not let last and it does not let remain
Scorching/changing the skin color of mankind
Upon it 19 (potassium)

The fire burning the human skin, changing its color, scorching it leaving a remainder of only potassium. Just like in a crematorium.
A literal translation of 29 using tablets:
27
28
29
30

And what made you know what is hell?
It does not let last and it does not let remain
Tablets/tables mankind (no for in arabic as you inject in your translation, genitive)
Upon it 19

So on hell we find a hidden numerological system? Hell is covered by tables/tablets? When you burn human fuel the remainder is tables/tablets?
You seem persistent in rejecting the concept of hell. I don't think any of my arguments will help change this.
Edip Yuksel:
Quote
Finally, even if those verses are understood as the description of Hell, still the
Quran treats Nineteen as a number. The number Nineteen is isolated from Hell both in
verse 74:30 and 74:31. No matter how hard you try, you cannot hide the number
Nineteen in your imaginary Hell.

Well you can, Edip made this conclusion way too early. Atomic index number 19, the remainder in human ashes fits perfectly in Hell. Yuksel misunderstands the
"Lawwaahatun" as much as you do.
Peace

Logged
http://legrandsecretdelislam.com/  http://rootsofislamtruehistory.com/

LastDay3
Apprentice

Re: Most MIRACULOUS "Axial Tilts" of the "8" main Planets in our Solar
System!
« Reply #9 on: April 26, 2015, 04:12:22 PM »

Salaam,
"Tables/Tablets" (="Alwaah") granted by ALLAH unto prophet Moses (pbuh),
specifically as/in "pairs" therein (=QURAN TESTAMENT 7/145),

Posts: 196

and "Tables/Tablets" (=Lawwahatun) granted by ALLAH unto all people,
specifically as/in "pairs" again now herein (=QURAN TESTAMENT 74/2630, 31),
are thus closely and perfectly related to each other, in the first place.
For this reason, this

"19" coded, most Superb and matchless "Symmetrical Miracles" above

shall absolutely convince all (sane and sincere) Jews on earth now that
here (=QURAN TESTAMENT 74/2630,

QURAN is the Absolute Word of ALLAH

31), in the first place!

Therefore, we do not need to confuse ourselves with old dictionaries and every kind of old and uninformed meanings and related explanations
in those times therein, (=QURAN TESTAMENT 2/170 & 43/24)
instead, if we just truthfully and sincerely focus on the Word of ALLAH in this Final Age now,
HE thus clearly and perfectly teaches us what this "Saqar" and what this "Lawwahatun" means
in that most specific "Mathala" (=Allegorical Description) above, in the first place! (=QURAN TESTAMENT 74/2630, 31)
Remain in peace/salaam.

Logged
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